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Disclaimer

The presenters today present in their individual capacity as participants of the
Corporate Reporting Users' Forum (www.CRUF.com) and not as
representatives of their respective organizations. The views expressed are
those of individual CRUF participants and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the respective organisations where they are employed.
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What is the CRUF?

The Corporate Reporting Users’ Forum (CRUF) is an informal network of buyside and sell-side professionals (both equity and fixed income) who wish to
engage in the reporting debate.
The CRUF meets on a regular basis in the US, Canada, UK, France, Germany,
Japan and Australia. This presentation is drawn from banking and insurance
analysts from across the global CRUF community.
Investment professionals participate in the CRUF as individuals – not as
representatives of their employers.
We are all speaking in our personal capacities today.

October 2010

How does the CRUF communicate its views?

The CRUF communicates its views through:
• Informal discussions with standard setters, corporates, regulators etc.
• Comment letters to the IASB and FASB.
• Presentations at conferences.
• Press coverage.
• The CRUF website (www.cruf.com)
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Agenda

•

Risk reporting two years on
– High level observations
– What we like
– Examples of good practice
– On-going frustrations

•

Evolving the risk disclosure framework
– Observations
– Lessons from Japan
– Other options to explore
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Risk reporting two years on
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Risk reporting two years on

High level observations

•

What are investors looking for?
– Comprehensive and holistic understanding of the risk profile of the
company
– Ability to quantify downside risks and scenarios easily
– A presentation format that facilitates an effective consumption of the
data presented.

•

Where is reporting today?
– Huge increase in volume of disclosure – not necessarily a
commensurate increase in quality
– Wide variation in usefulness of information presented by management
– Wide variation in consistency of disclosures amongst preparers
(eg debt schedules)
– Geographic variations: US vs. Europe vs. Japan.
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Risk reporting two years on

What we like

•

Increase in the volume of information on risks

•

Improvement in some areas of disclosures (e.g. pensions)

•

Comprehensive disclosure by several global majors
e.g. HSBC, JP Morgan, Mizuho Financial Group

•

Some greater standardisation of disclosures
e.g. Pillar III, the Japanese reporting format (see “Lessons from Japan”)

•

Banks & insurers providing more data on asset classes, vintages and ratings
on structured securities
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Risk reporting two years on

Examples of good practice

In the appendix, we provide some examples of good reporting practice from around
the world. These include:
Banks
Barclays:
BNP Paribas:
Mizuho Financial Group:

Very good market breakdown in risk weighted assets
Good breakdown in risk weighted assets plus
presentation of standardised vs. internal model.
Clearly presents trend data on NPLs.
Useful presentation of profitability and transition of the
loan assets.

Insurance companies
AXA:

Breaks out shareholders’ share of high-risk debt
securities.
ING:
Presents gap between cash and IFRS mark to market hits.
Principal Financial Group: Useful detail on illiquidity impacts.
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Risk reporting two years on

On-going frustrations
•

Wood for the trees: While the volume of disclosures has increased
dramatically in many instances, there remain substantial opportunities to help
investors to navigate the data more effectively.

•

Frequency of risk disclosures: Given the pace of change in global
conditions, quarterly risk disclosure is seen by many as essential.

•

Trend data: Good quality trend data is essential. There are companies that will
change the basis of calculation of a metric, the definition of a nonperforming
asset, the risk metrics reported per segment etc without justifying the changes
made, and with no effort to re-state prior numbers.

•

Restatements: Companies will makes restatements without providing
comparables of risk metrics in prior periods.

•

Key Performance Indicator (KPI) trend presentation: too little use of graphics;
too much disingenuous use of tabular presentation alone. See Appendix.
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Risk reporting two years on

On-going frustrations, continued

•

Risk-weighted asset disclosures: Basis of calculation, level of granularity
etc. Although more detailed than before, this is a significant area of focus within
the investment community.

•

Value at Risk: Some articulated a desire to see the VaR - or Conditional VaR and daily loss rate combined with the size of the balance sheet on a daily basis
– even if just in chart form (with actual numbers provided for peaks and
troughs).

•

Duration: Need greater breakdown of the duration risk of assets and liabilities.
There are disclosures of maturity profiles, but there is inadequate analysis of
whether interest is fixed or floating. This is critical as it allows the analyst to
determine whether the banking book is making profit from risk spreads
(matched duration vs. lending) or duration mismatch (funding short and lending
long).
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Risk reporting two years on

On-going frustrations, continued

Insurers are typically not providing enough data on:
•

Structured securities, most notably the level of subordination before holding
exposed to real cash loss. (Also applies to some banks: see “gross credit
risk”)

•

Shareholders’ vs. policyholders’ share of assets and liabilities
(e.g. break out of linked assets by type inadequate or absent).

•

Amount of actual cash losses vs. expected credit losses from impairments
vs. mark-to-market impacts.

•

Information on re-insurance arrangements on a prospective basis.

•

The contribution of reserve releases to reported profit over a ten year
period.
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Risk reporting two years on

On-going frustrations, continued

Gross credit risk not visible (and historically under appreciated by management)
•

Show underlying gross credit risk to which institution is exposed,
especially important for structured credit products.

•

For an extreme example:

Assets
Loans/Bonds
Structured Credit

Carrying Value
1000
10

Gross Underlying
(that someone is “managing”)
1000
5000 because it’s the equity tranche of
a 5x levered CDO2 of equity tranches
in 10x levered CDOs, valued at 10
cents/$, bought for 100.
So, a tiny movement in the underlying
could wipe the carrying value out.
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Risk reporting two years on

On-going frustrations, continued
Funding
• Sources and
• Maturity schedule on both behavioural and legal bases
(e.g. bond maturity schedule available from Bloomberg – why not put it in
the financials – as a chart).
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Risk reporting two years on

On-going frustrations, continued

Inadequate and late Pillar III reporting
We have seen institutions’ Pillar III reports without adequate
acknowledgement of market risk exposure in material pension obligations,
even where this would have been covered as market risk in Pillar II
confidential reporting (e.g. under the ICA in the UK).
• The IAS 19 measure is hopeless – which is why it should not be
used in ICA. As the market cap dived, AA bond spreads blew
out (driven by AA bank sub debt issues) and the IAS 19
measure looked okay vs. market cap.
• Discounting pension liabilities with swaps (as quasi risk free, cf.
Solvency II proposals) revealed the problem hidden by wider AA
spreads
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Evolving the risk disclosure framework
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Evolving the risk disclosure framework

Observations

•

Management tend not to be forward looking in their risk disclosure.

•

Views are mixed as to the usefulness of risk disclosures that make explicit
the impact of certain scenarios coming. While many believe that
management should make visible principal risks and their likely impact,
others question whether this might be data overload, or whether it might act
as a trigger for certain events.

•

Continue reporting on “yesterday’s risk” until (1) it loses materiality, as this
information acts as an indicator of management’s potential appetite for risk;
or (2) it is no longer useful in a KPI time series.

•

Are there sufficiently experienced regulators in all markets to “police” the
quality of risk disclosure?

•

Be wary of imposing strict rules as this may hinder innovation and may
encourage management to work to “bright lines”
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Evolving the risk disclosure framework

Lessons from Japan

•

Since the mid 1990s, the banking industry sub group of the Securities
Analysts’ Association of Japan has worked with the industry and with
regulators to develop the set of disclosures that are now presented by the
banks.

•

While there is always room for improvement, Japanese CRUF participants
believe that the information provided by the major banks is world class, and
that the added transparency has encouraged better internal controls within
the industry.

•

They appreciate the efforts made to establish a common presentation format,
as this now allows easy comparison across the industry.

•

Timeliness of information has improved – but there is an appetite for more up
to date data as circumstances change.
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Evolving the risk disclosure framework

Other options to consider

•

Encourage the ECB, or local central banks to issue a communiqué on
required risk disclosures (similar to the US system, where the FFEIC
consults with stakeholders to try to stay ahead of the curve).

•

Require updated prospectus information (under the EU Prospectus
Directive) to be as easily available on IR websites as financial reports
(risk disclosures and narrative are often more up to date than the full
annual or a Pillar III report as at previous year end, but voluminous news
alerts have to be searched to find it).

•

Leverage the international CRUF network to capture the investment
community’s view
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Any Questions?
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Appendix
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Good market
breakdown in
risk weighted
assets

Source: Barclays :
Interim results 2010

October 2010

Useful breakdown
of standardised
approach vs
internal model

Source: BNP Paribas
Registration
document 2009
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Clearly presents the
trend data on NPLs

Source: Mizuho Financial Group
Selected Financial Information FY09
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Useful for understanding
profitability and transition of
the loan assets.

Source: Mizuho Financial Group:
Disclosure magazine
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Helpful presentation of shareholders’ exposure
Source: AXA Earnings
presentation: 1H09
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Clearly presents gap
between cash vs IFRS
MTM hits

Source: ING Earnings
presentation 3Q09
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Useful detail on illiquidity impact on bonds

Source: Principal Financial
Group: 3Q09 presentation
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The Value of Key Performance Indicator Time Series
HBOS: Trouble Brewing as early as 2005

Source: HBOS Financial reports
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